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Agenda

Agenda
1. Housekeeping

2. Defining environmental 
education

3. Plum Landing

4. Cornell Lab of
Ornithology

5. Science Action Club

6. Audience Q&A 
The Clubhouse Network 

Boston, MAScience Action Club



Housekeeping

Experiencing delays?
Close other programs.

Audio difficulties?
Message us.

Question or comment?
Interact in the chat box.



What is 
environmental 
science education?
And why is it important?



Environmental science education 
is...
the process of guiding students through 
asking, exploring, and answering questions 
about the world around them.



Why environmental science is 
great for afterschool

1. Nature is everywhere

2. Gets students outside and moving

3. Builds STEM skills and offers opportunities 
for hands-on science experiences

4. The possibilities are endless...



Speakers

Leah Silverberg
Research Assistant
Afterschool Alliance

Brianne Keith
Outreach Project 
Manager
WGBH Education

Kelly Schaeffer
Education Specialist
Cornell Lab of 
Ornithology

Speakers
Laura Herszenhorn
Senior Manager
Science Action Club



PLUM LANDING



The PLUM Crew



Introduction to PLUM LANDING



Overview of PLUM LANDING

“Just did a great lesson from your 
website with 40 kids in third and 
fourth grade... they asked if they 
could watch more episodes and 
loved building watersheds! Thanks 
Plum!”

– Afterschool Educator in Missouri

“The interactive games are fantastic 
because they encourage students to 
problem solve. I love the science 
vocabulary words that are an integral 
part of the game format.”
–Technology Teacher in Louisiana



Outdoors Rx



What We Learned

Effective programming will: 

(1) Increase access to science learning opportunities 
(2) Optimize time and space available for outdoor 
exploration
(3) Prepare educators and parents to lead science 
activities
(4) Support the priorities of families and education 
programs
(5) Help ensure safety
(6) Use technology in appropriate and meaningful ways



New Toolkit

Themes: Water, Weather, Plants, Animals

 Animations

 Hands-on science activities

 Family tip sheets

 New app

 Educator videos

 Parent videos

 Toolkit

 Promotional materials



Animated Webisodes

 12 new animations 
exploring nature in a 
fictional mid-Atlantic 
city

 Address environmental 
concepts and feature 
wildlife and natural 
phenomena relating to 
the city



Hands-On Science Activities

 8 afterschool 

 8 family-facilitated

 10 self-guided 

 4 take-homes  

In English & Spanish



Activity & Media

Thematic sequences that pair activities + media for 
turnkey programming

 Afterschool: 1 hour of programming (8 pathways)

 Club: 5 days x 1 hr of programming (2 pathways)

 Camp: 5 days x 3 hrs of programming (1 pathway)



Parent Videos

 Hosted by Rue Mapp of 
Outdoor Afro and José 
González of Latino 
Outdoors

 Address common barriers 
urban families face

In English & Spanish



Family Tip Sheets



Educator Training Videos

 Hosted by Jessie Scott, 
USFS Urban 
Connections Program

 Address common 
challenges outdoor 
educators face





Digital Badging System

Outdoor Adventures

 Virtual badging 
program

 12 new online missions 

 Design to be feasible in 
urban environments

 Explore animals, plants, 
water, and weather 
phenomena



Apps

Outdoor Family Fun with 
Plum App

 5 new missions every 
day

 Missions use camera, 
counter, or checklist

 Tips and discussion 
prompts

 Rewards encourage 
families to persist



Guidance for Program Directors

 Guide with tips, 
planning advice, and 
more

 Suggestions for using 
materials in different 
types of programming





Bringing PLUM to afterschool



PLUM-themed field trips
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Stay in Touch!

Brianne Keith

Outreach Manager
Brianne_keith@wgbh.org

Main page: 
http://pbskids.org/plumlanding/

Toolkit: 
http://pbskids.org/plumlanding/educators/toolkit.html



Our mission: 
To interpret and conserve the earth's biological 

diversity through research, education, and citizen 
science focused on birds.



To create innovative resources 

and training that build science 

skills while inspiring young 

people to connect to local 

habitats, explore biodiversity, and 

engage in citizen-science 

projects. 

BirdSleuth K-12 Mission

Twitter: @birdsleuth
Facebook: BirdSleuth

Email: birdsleuth@cornell.edu
Website: www.birdsleuth.org

http://www.birdsleuth.org/


BirdSleuth K-12 helps educators bring the power and engagement of 
citizen science and inquiry to their students



BirdSleuth K-12 Outreach

Curriculum Resources Educator Training

online & in personkits & free downloads



Citizen Science
Nature 

Connection Inquiry



Projects in which 
volunteers partner 
with scientists to 

answer real-world 
questions.





In citizen science, people everywhere report observations of 
natural events using basic, scientific protocols.

295 million observations submitted
21.7 million checklists entered
279,000 participants
10,226 species
Every country in the world
Over 2 million locations



Your Counts Really Matter!



CLO Citizen Science Projects
1. Identify and observe birds

2. Collect data

3. Enter data online

4. Retrieve and view online data





“I learned that taking them outside and letting them 
do bird observation was a great way to motivate 

them to ask questions in science.” 



Inquiry…
• Asking and answering own questions (authenticity)

• Includes “project-based learning”

• In NGSS, is inherent in “science practices”



Investigating Evidence





Online Professional Development

academy.allaboutbirds.org/integrating-inquiry/
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PreTest PostTest

Efficacy of Science Inquiry Practices                               
(N=139; Range 0-3) 

p-value <.0001

Do Citizen Science and Inquiry Work?

Students also showed an overall more positive attitude toward science and nature.

• I like to identify things in nature. (p=.005)

• I like talking about science with others. (p=.001)

• Kids can collect data that scientists can use. (p=.0001)



http://www.birdsleuth.org/guidebook/



Keep in touch!
Twitter: @birdsleuth

Facebook: BirdSleuth

Email: birdsleuth@cornell.edu

Website: www.birdsleuth.org

http://www.birdsleuth.org/


Laura Herszenhorn
California Academy of Sciences
lherszenhorn@calacademy.org

Science 
Action Club



Explore, explain, sustain





Professional 
development, 
curricula, kits

Birds Scouts

Bug Safari

Cloud Quest



Ignite 
curiosity, build 
skills, develop 
STEM 
identities



Long term projects, global access, 
ease-of-use



Impacts and 
Outcomes
2016-201715,000 youth

1,600 educators

750 clubs in 21 states

200 eBird checklists

1,395 iNat observations



Impacts and 
Outcomes
Increased youth interest, engagement, value of 
STEM

89% I understand the activities we do 

in SAC

84% Being in SAC makes me want to 

learn more about science

85% Learning about science can help 

me to better understand the natural 

world

82% SAC makes science more fun



Impacts and 
Outcomes
Educators feel confident, prepared, inspired

100% I feel able to help youth 

connect with the natural world

97% I learned new science skills and 

concepts during trainings

97% I learned useful teaching 

strategies

99% I want to learn more about 

science and nature



In their own words...
Citizen science develops STEM identity and 
promotes critical thinking

Citizen science is a great way for students to see 

themselves in a different role within their community. 

When students are able to conduct research, collect 

specimens or data, learn to use scientific tools, and share 

their findings with others, they develop a sense of 

ownership and responsibility for their environment. As 

they start to ask critical thinking questions and connect 

their findings to real world experiences, they realize that 

they are part of a bigger picture and that one person 

really can make a difference and influence others. What 

an amazing and powerful gift we can give our youth!  -

YMCA Program Director, Anaheim, CA



Audience Q&A

Kelly Schaeffer
Cornell Lab of Ornithology

Brianne Keith
WGBH Education

Laura Herszenhorn
Science Action Club



Thank you!
Questions: Email lsilverberg@afterschoolalliance.org


